We invite you to an IFMR POLSKA tour in the Świętokrzyska Land on
15.09 - 18.09.2022.

Google maps location of the hotel for planning:
https://goo.gl/maps/ErMZD6vrM7sMntdc8

Our base will be the Karczówka hotel located at the foot
of Karczówka, a hill on which there is a historic
Bernardine monastery. From the terrace there is a
beautiful view of our city of Kielce. Literally across the
street of our hotel is a beautiful botanical garden.

Day 1
Arrival and accommodation from 15:00. After accommodation, you can take a walk to the
botanical garden located opposite the hotel or climb the Karczówka hill, from where there is a
panoramic view of the entire city.
Dinner in the evening.

Day 2
We set off along the route through the Świętokrzyskie Mountains to Sandomierz, a royal city
with a rich history and beautiful preserved medieval urban layout. The Gothic cathedral boasts
fourteenth-century frescoes in the Byzantine style and Baroque décor. The cathedral is
adjacent to the Długosz House – an example of Gothic residential architecture. Collegium
Gostomianum is one of the oldest schools in Poland with over 400 years of tradition. The
vicinity of Sandomierz is a huge basin of fruit
orchards, mainly apple trees, as well as reborn
vineyards.
After lunch at the foot of the Opatowska Gate, we
will go to Ujazd, where there are ruins of one of the
most magnificent magnate palaces in Poland, built
by Krzysztof Ossoliński. The building was a
visualization of the calendar: 4 towers symbolizing
the seasons, 12 ballrooms, 52 chambers and 365
windows. . In the stable, horse mangers were made
of marble, and on the walls there were crystal
mirrors – the owner loved horses. Before the construction of Versailles, it was the largest
palace building in Europe.
The way back to Kielce will lead through Szydłów, which
boasts medieval fortifications – called the Polish Carcassone.
The city walls of 680m have been preserved in almost
perfect condition with battlements, a sidewalk for guards
and the Krakow Gate.

Return to the hotel, dinner.

Route (249 km)

Day 3
We set off to the Paradise Cave - the most beautiful
Polish cave with spectacular geological forms.
After sightseeing, we go to nearby Jędrzejów, where
there is the third biggest collections of sundials in the
world as well as the eighteenth century interiors of a
bourgeois tenement house, the house of dr. Feliks
Przypkowski, a doctor, an amateur astronomer and
collector - the creator of the museum.
Then we will go for lunch at the open-air museum Muzeun
Kieleckiej in Tokarnia.

Return through the Samsons, where we will see the ruins of a
blast furnace from the fifteenth century. – a fragment of the
Old Polish Industrial Basin, and then we will go to the "Bartek"
horn, whose age is estimated at 684 years.
Return to the hotel and gala dinner with the participation of
the friends of the RC Kielce.

Route (133km)

Day 4
After breakfast, goodbye and return.

Currently estimated cost:
in room 2 pers. 1200 PLN/240 EUR
in room 1 pers. 1400 PLN/280 EUR
Expected maximum number of participants: 30 people.
Final payment date: 31.07.2022r.

P.S. This is only a small part of the attractions of our region. If we wanted to visit all the
attractive places, our rally would have to last a week, and there would still be something left
to see. I think you will like it, and if so, it is always a good excuse for repetition. I cordially invite
you on behalf of POLSKA and my RC.
With Rotarian greetings
Janusz Cieślik, RC Kielce

